New York State Next Generation Supporting All Learners Conference
Facilitator’s Documents Reference Guide

The following facilitator’s reference guide contains a listing of possible professional development topics along with associated supporting materials and turnkey guidance that districts could utilize to assist with Raising Awareness to the Next Generation Learning Standards. Districts are encouraged to make effective use and adapt the materials to best fit the needs of their academic programs.

Introducing the Next Generation Learning Standards

- **ELA**
  
  **Introduction to the Next Generation P-12 English Language Arts Standards**
  
  Advanced Literacy Briefs, by Nonie K. Lesaux, PhD and Emily Phillips Galloway, EdD.
  
  An Introductions PowerPoint (Presented by Dawn Shannon and Michelle Bulla at the Supporting All Students Conference)
  
  Turnkey Guidance for Let Me Introduce Myself: ELA Learning Standards Introduction

- **Mathematics**
  
  **Let Me Introduce Myself: The Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards**
  
  Introduction PowerPoint and Presentation Materials (Task Cards and Squares Upon Squares Worksheet) Presented by NYSED and S/CDN – Mathematics team
  
  Advanced Literacy Briefs, by Nonie K. Lesaux, PhD and Emily Phillips Galloway, EdD.
  
  Blueprint for English Language Learner Success

  Blueprint for Improved Results for Students with Disabilities 🚶

  Turnkey Guidance for Let Me Introduce Myself: Mathematics Learning Standards Introduction
Structural and grade-level changes

- **ELA**
  
  The Crosswalks: a side-by-side comparison of the CCSS to the Next Generation Standards

  The Crosswalks PowerPoint (Presented by Erik Sweet and John Harmon at the Supporting All Students Conference)

- **Mathematics**

  1. **Let's Talk Crosswalk**: How to Utilize the NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards Crosswalk Documents.

     Let's Talk Crosswalk PowerPoint (Presented by Kim Louttit and Tricia Husul at the Supporting All Students Conference)

     Let's Talk Crosswalk Card Sort

     Let's Talk Crosswalk Card Sort Categories

     Standard Progression Analysis Template

     NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards Crosswalks

     Turnkey Guidance for Let's Talk Crosswalk PDF (optional)

  2. **Utilizing the New Teacher-Support Features Built into the Next Generation Mathematics Standards**: Understanding the numerous resources built into the Next Generation Mathematics Standards document and how they can be fully utilized.

     Utilizing the New Teacher-Support Features PowerPoint (Presented by Andrew Mitchell and Paul Volkert at the Supporting All Students Conference)

     Utilizing the New Teacher-Support Features Built into the Next Generation Mathematics Standards PD Materials – Handout, Recording Template, and Comparing CCLS to NGMS doc

     NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards

     Turnkey Guidance for Utilizing the New Teacher-Support Features PDF
The Standards and Early Learners

Introduction to the Next Generation Early Learning Standards

Early Learning Standards Introduction PowerPoint (Presented by Zoila Morell, Ph.D. at the Supporting All Students Conference)

Standards and the Instructional Cycle: A Resource for P-3 PowerPoint (Presented by Meg McNiff, Lynette Pannucci, Sarah Hughes at the Supporting All Students Conference)

Differently Abled Students

Specially Designed Instruction PowerPoint: Improving Results for Students with Disabilities (Presented by Ann Narcisse and Vincent Leone at the Supporting All Students Conference)

Developing a Standards-Based IEP Practice PowerPoint (Presented by Ann Narcisse and Vincent Leone at the Supporting All Students Conference)

The Lifelong Practices for Readers and Writers

Page 3, Introduction to the Next Generation P-12 English Language Arts Standards

Page 7, Next Generation P-12 English Language Arts Standards

Lifelong Practices PowerPoint (Presented by Dawn Shannon and Michelle Bulla at the Supporting All Students Conference)